The Investigation

The Vulture and the Snake shall be joined together, and Doves shall be born of them; these shall fly like Eagles, but they shall not reach their goal. They shall await the dew, and there shall be no dew; neither shall the rain make their thirst; truly they shall taste the Tyrrhenian Sea. *Scaribth* #109, DISCOVERED 7 MARCH 1637.1

For a seventeenth-century scholar, the proper place to report an exciting discovery was a learned society. These came in all shapes, sizes, and nationalities, from the tiny but influential *Lincei* in Rome, to whom Galileo had first reported his findings with the telescope, to state-sponsored bodies like the *Oziòi* of Naples, founded in 1611 under the auspices of the Spanish viceroy, or the *Florentine Accademia della Crusca*, dedicated to the promotion and purification of the Tuscan dialect.2

Curzio Inghirami and Father Vadorini therefore turned their treasures over to the scrutiny of Volterra’s leading learned academy, the Sepolti, or “Buried Men,” “buried” because their great love of knowledge made them as good as dead and buried...
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